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ABSTRACT
The building envelope, according to European and Italian regulations about energy
efficiency, has to play the role of active element for energy production. The
effectiveness for this kind of performance in territorial reconstruction, as the post
earthquake in L’Aquila, is enhanced by the most adequate strategies for architectural
integration at urban and building scale.
Initiatives and proposals to allow from one hand to overcome the emergency state
and from other hand to promote and start up an integrate development of territory to
be rebuilt, request clear ad effective answers about “how to do”; at the same time is
still open the debate about a strategic plan for retrofit, even more in historical context,
where the values to be protected assume a primary relevance.
A feasible way seems to be “active conservation” or “controlled transformation”, in
order to achieve an equilibrate relationship between conservation of historical,
architectural, environmental, materic and constructive values and the need for new
requirements, through operative protocols for knowledge actions, in project
information and pre-figuration system.
The paper intend to identify, also through case studies, methods and criteria for
evaluation and intervention strategies for architectural integration of solar systems,
and in particular photovoltaic systems, in minor historical centres, according to
assumptions of environmental, structural, morphological and constructive
compatibility, in compliance with transformation levels suitable for historical heritage.

THE DIFFUSE ENERGY PRODUCTION IN HISOTRICAL CENTRES BETWEEN
LEGISLATION AND PROTECTION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
The diffuse energy production from renewable sources in buildings is one of major
targets of International and national policies to carry out protocols on energy efficiency
and consumptions reduction to apply sustainability principles in building industry
However the approach in put in practice those policies into historical centres of urban
areas, seems today very difficult and controversial due to Italian legislative framework
and also in the sphere of a wider debate upon criteria and strategies for transformation
interventions. In fact, if from one hand Italian laws and regulations take into
consideration the EBPD Directive 2002/91/CE especially for new buildings, on the other
hand both the territorial fragmentation of public boards and the wide heterogeneous
architectural and historical heritage to be protected and conserved, imply interpretation
and operation questions.
To better understand how complex is the argument, we have to put in evidence the
potential conflict between two kind of goals, only in appearance not compatibles from a
technical point of view: one aims to introduce renewable energy technologies to satisfy
different requirements according to buildings uses, the other concerns the need for
quality in anthropic interventions on building context with historical and environmental
values, through conservation criteria in order to maintain across the time integrity of
original recognitiability and place belonging.
Even if this matter concern also other EU countries, just in Italy , we can observe more
difficulties in finding points of convergence between various instances, in order to find a
shared governance about energetic re - functioning actions in historical centres. This
happens for two major reasons. The first is due to the extreme heterogeneity of
historical Italian places, which have been growth and developed in different ages,
geographical, climatic, cultural and political contexts; this condition has generated a
variety of solutions from the urban, constructive and formal point of view, that need a
variety of factors able to explain and give back originals characteristics of places. The
Italian territory, and in particular the Abruzzo region, is dotted by many small
settlements, almost always with relevance of historical, architectural, landscape and
environmental values. They are often abandoned, in a high degradation state, and
rehabilitation and retrofit interventions are hampered by no interest in investment from
public or private customers.
Another element of complexity and discontinuity, talking about intentions and
strategies, is the National legislative framework about building activities. At first there
is not a certain referring board and this make more complex interventions about
historical building heritage, rather than ordinary building actions which have adequate
ways for design requests to be solved. As a matter of fact, the design for recovery
intervention imply a multiplicity of problems due to existing urban settlements (with
constrains and technical – structural limits) and this is as more effective as that
contexts express unique historical, environmental, cultural and landscaping values.
Unfortunately, in most of recovery and requalification interventions in historical
contexts, are widely applied rules descending from money saving and formal
conservation criteria in spite of thruthfulness and quality ideals. For this reason, in
approaching historical recovery design, the outstanding fact to be investigated
concerns ways to be correctly acted on building preservation and reuse.

In particular, the theme of re – use or re - funcionalizing about minor historical
centres, which is strictly connected with the internal areas desertion topic, has to be
related to new ways of use, or re-use, of building spaces as an opportunity to
revitalize territories and settlements otherwise sentenced to oblivion, compatible with
all values above mentioned, but not only. In this practice is important to consider also
strategies for energetic – environmental management able to increase historical
centres usefulness without compromising the surrounding ecosystems.
In this direction, also the diffuse energetic production topic, especially for the potential
not only in terms of technological issues but also for the capacity in effective answering
for energy efficiency and availability for contemporary settlement functions can be an
opportunity to try to re-define the sustainable development schemas of a territory. In this
paper we have considered this opportunity as a contribution, for the post – earthquake
in L’Aquila surroundings centres, from one side to overcome the emergency state and
on the other side to start up an integrated development of territory to be rebuilt; the
clear and effective answers to be found concern “how to do” and at the same time open
a debate about a strategic plan in reconstruction of historical heritage.
RECOVERING AND SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability and building recovery cultures have common roots because both mean
for effective resources use, also that renewables, taking into consideration the
environmental context and a wide series of responsible behaviors in order to reach
the so called “sustainable development” as stated for the first time by the Bruntland
Report. Both cultures have found a contemporary application in recovery
interventions on abandoned industrial areas where the existing buildings are more
“tractable” from the architectural point of view. The situation is different in more
ancient urban areas, such as minor historical centres, where architectural and
environmental values cannot allow too invasive operations.
Nevertheless today, due to a new and tangible interest, both from the legislative and
business point of view, about their conservation and re-functionalization, the question
about “how to do” is a primary objective for the technological culture in defining
issues and qualities for a new design for “existing”. This issues must to be
considered in order to meet new performance needs in respect of original role played
by consolidated buildings and urban centres. A possible roadmap to solve this
problem appears that for “active conservation” or “controlled transformation”,
searching for an equilibrate relationship between conservation of historical,
architectural, environmental values but also materic and constructive principles, and
satisfaction of new needs, through operational protocols able to direct knowledge
actions towards an information and pre – figuration design system.
Thus, through the typological classification is possible to put in evidence the
architectural language structure of a “material” culture belonging to a homogeneous
context in a specified age, such as the “rules” which have been defined and
characterized building techniques and proceedings, distributive systems and formal
solutions consequential of using local materials and knowledge. The results of this
kind of analysis, expressed in a significant synthesis, allow to correctly address the
design strategies and process control into the contextual architectural culture.
This peculiar approach let to translate the typological reading into a operative
methodology able to execute control instruments and find compatible solutions within

an evolutive process which is typical of the design act. According to this ideas, the
typological reading acted finding relations among different technological, spatial and
formal components of the analyzed context, become a fundamental operational
instrument in evaluating design solutions compatibility.
The possibility to compare these solutions, all along the design process, with a
“typological” referring scheme able to emphasize spatial and morphological values of
building, allows to verify their relations with recurrent “place” elements.
The definition of aggregation rules for buildings and transformation of recurrent types,
while pre-figuring technological evolution process and syntactic modifications of
technological systems, is a further control instrument in any possible modification
action. In this way is possible to accomplish the specificity of each intervention and
promote design ideas according to a knowledge based on the intervention building,
in relation to the reachable transformability degree and satisfying the need for
equilibrate satisfaction of new performances and traditional criteria; case by case,
element by element, is necessary to find technical solutions and architectural and
constructive details that draw by pre–modern knowledge and meet contemporary
languages and technologies.
According to “controlled transformation” strategy, the design assumes a primary role
as unique tool able to answer to heterogeneous and specificity of various contextual
situations; through design is possible to put together, in an equilibrate way, the
environment conservation and integration of new elements, original parts and rebuilt
parts, a design process suitable into “the rules” of transformation by designer
capacities. In particular the urban recovery, except considering all other facts related
to architectural, historical and landscaping values to be preserved, cannot be
effective without taking into consideration proper strategies for the energetic and
environmental management, as above mentioned. The target to preserve and
underline place identity through the knowledge of their qualified and decisive
characteristics, can be joined with the simultaneous analysis of transformation
processes as produced by changed social needs looking for a effective, valuable,
cheap and sustainability way.
A village or borough growth and devemopment, such as any urban territory, come as
a result of an action, or as a mutual interaction, by a series of conditioning factors
and, among these, the geographic, climatic and environmental peculiarities, have
usually played a determining role in order to achieve better living performances. This
is why the bioclimatic approach in recovering design, thus also the use of renewable
energies, seems to be an appropriate way to use technologies and scientific
knowledge to re – perform the well used practices of the past; these have been
encoded into construction rules and solutions also according to local climate,
respecting place and human needs without trying to re-propose “historic” solutions
but going direct to the comparison (obliged by lack of resources) between climate
and artificial construction. To carry out an environmental recovery according to those
principles is important to define possible correction actions to verify compatibility with
traditional techniques and used materials. Local climate factors, building position and
orientation are strictly connected to its thermoregulation conditions, such as
ventilation and cooling capacities; these parameters can shape different intervention
solutions to obtain environmental wellness through internal microclimate regulation.

During the design process is also very important to consider not single parts but the
entire building as an organism, searching for thin relations between each part with
another and each part with the whole; in this approach the design culture has to find
“compatible” interventions developing a sensibility for not invasive joints, not
smashing insertions in creating not abusing shapes and structures.
Compatibility factors don’t come by a second – level creativity or from a passive
analogical and historicist attitude, but from a research for a creative impulse which
respect formal solutions of the past and careful study and analyze all constructive,
spatial, static, chromatic and finishes issues to be worked out and transformed into
limits and rules imposed by historical heritage. The result of this path can be an
architecture tuned with its place, paying attention towards materials, energy saving
and efficiency instances, being conscious of limited availability of natural resources.
EVALUATION CRITERIA, TOOLS AND PROCEDURES
The will for introducing sustainability criteria into design strategies, imply to take into
consideration new evaluation tools about climate conditions among others elements
of compatibility check process. A proposed methodology can be articulated in the
following steps:
Identification of values to be conserved and possible transformation levels;
Analysis of relations between urban settlement and climate through solar
exposition, ventilation potentials and environmental general conditions;
Mapping of of winter and summery criticality tracings and location of points
and levels of climatic and constructive precariousness;
Pre-figuration of design strategies and specific objectives;
Definition of technological solutions and design guidelines.
The degree of deepening traced route can be implemented either through an
assessment of critical level or by checking the possibilities of intervention.
The map developed in the early stages of analysis and the map of critical
environmental values and convertibility, represent contextual conditions where the
designer should refer in developing the intervention ideas. It is important to keep in
mind that the recovery process is made to deliver the artifacts “brought to light" to
users that have changed their rules of life, then according to a certain framework of
needs, which are very different from those of who have previously lived in those
same areas.
In summary, the redevelopment of the historical envelope in building rehabilitation,
results as a profound reflection according to the intended use for the building, in
terms of pursuit for health and hygrothermal, acoustic and optical wellness for the
new users. The achievement of the general environmental requirements is obtained
through the definition of specific design strategies and a method which correspond to
a range of applications comparable in terms of requirements- performances.
Through subsequent degrees of depth and changing scale, climate analysis will
identify the specific targets, in the context of the intervention, which will help to shed
light on realization criteria to be implemented by solutions with a pulse of technology
and sustainability for which it is necessary to assess the degree of compatibility with
the historical context. The definition of such technological solutions can explain what
are the design guidelines, namely the set of all possible solutions, but not yet those
“compliant”, which will be established only after a further phase of investigation and

evaluation of compatibility verification process to identify design solutions that will be
applied in the rehabilitation intervention.
The identification of these solutions is achieved through the use of compatibility grids
operating on different levels, that of the intended use and environmental
requirements, critical conditions, values, and finally that of convertibility. Different
plans are carried out by the designer capable to work out the synthetic pathway that
will lead to the identification of technological solutions and compatibility that may be
introduced in the intervention of rehabilitation, with full respect for the values to be
retained, according to a given destination of use and environmental standards to be
achieved.
Therefore, even the architectural integration of solar systems must meet not only
demands respect to the features of place and constitutive rules in order to preserve
continuity with them in the process of transformation and reuse of historical artifacts,
but also with the actual usability of energy production compared to the functional
program of building rehabilitation projects.
The set of requirements associated with the installation of solar systems is closely
related to the dual role they play as both energy production and interface elements
building-environment, the latter just can become a crucial element in the process of
establishing the level of architectural integrability about intervention. In fact, if we
consider the matter relating to the availability of energy produced, as a set of how
solar systems interact at the level of environmental and architectural compatibility
with the built environment as part of the same "skin" of the building, is very apparent
as a simple duplicity framework of needs can become effective duality when both
classes of needs are met and balanced with no prevailing of one over the other.
It is even more evident that the tension to achieve a better quality of architectural
integration, can be found into the degree of substitution, by the solar systems, of
functions performed by components and sub components of the "traditional" building
with respect to classes of needs specific to these elements.
In the process of establishing criteria for evaluation of system’s architectural
integration, it is appropriate to have tools, methods, procedures and decision-support
framework both for the verification of requirements-performance complying and for
a conscious choice of technical solutions to be applied.
We can consider, first of all, the framework of requirements related to energy
productivity of PV systems, this can be defined as the set of conditions required to
ensure the conversion of the largest possible fraction of solar radiation incident on
the collection devices to electrical energy, enjoyable by the connected users. In
coherence with this assumption, as part of investigations able to delineate the
knowledge of environmental and climatic characteristics of the place, is very
important to understand “how”, "when" and "where" of the building surfaces “see” the
sun, tracing a map of the accessibility to the solar resource in the considered context.
Due to the set of urban structure and topography of many minor historical centres, it
is necessary at this stage to consider areas of inquiry extended to blocks of
intervention or, in some cases, to the entire centre of village.
The acquisition and processing of information about typology, size and morphology,
through a dedicated building simulation tool such as Ecotect, is made through a

series of analysis on at least two levels: one general and one punctual, according to
a modus operandi which proceeds stepwise in-depth knowledge process and
information analysis.
At an early stage of the research is generally appropriate to consider an urban area
referred to one or more clusters of buildings, involving a multitude of buildings, which
could, according to qualitative preliminary assessments, be relevant about directly or
indirectly shading due to horizontal closures or inclined planes to be considered. At
this stage it is possible to contextualize the study model (building model) in respect to
different times of the year in which the solar analysis is carried out, observe the
critical issues related to the effects of shading due to obstructions or volume
represented by projections of adjacent buildings rather than by elements external to
the buildings (trees, poles,) or orography surrounding elements that can diminish the
solar radiation on surfaces.
In Figure 1 are shown solar simulations, at different times of the year, of a whole
functional group of buildings in Caporciano, a village in the province of Aquila hit by
2009 earthquake, used as case history in this paper.

Figure 1. Solar accessibility analysis at different times of the year performed on a
part of borough of Caporciano (AQ) using Ecotect software
The next level in the survey process, aims to a more detailed understanding of the
effective solar access of surfaces to be "candidate" in becoming active elements of
energy production and parts of the building system considered likely to be correctly
processed. At this stage are identified a number of issues considered sensitive, or

samples, which are processed with respect to the solar path and solar shading maps
in the various stereographic or orthographic charts (Figure 2).
The results of simulations carried out establish a first set of evidence to outline the
guidelines that will drive the designer's choices with respect to the conditions of
energy production. In particular, by analyzing the paths of shade and sun, we can
determine the proper placement of the modules compared with orientation and
inclination of available surfaces, in accordance with standards of good practice
relating to the spatial arrangement of solar systems.

Figure 2. Solar accessibility analisys with stereographic charts on punctual elements
of a part of borough of Caporciano (AQ) using Ecotect software
In addressing the requirements-performance framework of solar systems seen as
part of the building, even if energetically active, can be used the reference classes of
requirements proper of systems or sub systems considered, widely detectable in
literature. Considering the requirements framework, it becomes important to have, or
collect from time to time, a reference bibliography and iconography sufficiently
advanced and complete, which allow to the designer to put in relationship the latest
products of research and experimentation (state of art) with the corresponding
performance boards. In fact, from a repertoire of technical solutions that have
different modes to satisfy specific classes of needs, it is possible to identify potential
and critical systems in a proper manner and select those considered most suitable.
For this purpose it is useful to have a data collection instrument or filing in which it is
possible, also fairly quickly, grouping how the various components of the photovoltaic
system express certain requirements with respect to homogeneous classes of needs.
For this goal, a scheduling data sheet was drawn for analysis on photovoltaic energy

conversion systems (see Figure 3), useful in considering performance framework, but
also the manner in which the system is related, in functional and constructive way,
with building subsystems for which construction is expected to achieve integration.
The data sheet developed within this research is divided into three sections, the first
concerns a global vision of system, the second and third are respectively related to
the analysis of technical elements, photovoltaic module and mechanical support
structure. For each element are considered primary technical characteristics, taken
by producer’s data sheets, listed and organized as a control check-list, with
specifications about proper requirements-performances features of considered
element. Furthermore are considered also maintenance capabilities, as determining
factors for a correct management during the system lifetime by final owners.
The main criteria is to make available a decisional support tool that can allow to find
suitability and correct realization mode of the factory made system, related to a
performance approach method; it is important to outline that information
systematization in the proposed form, represent mainly a “design aid”, useful to make
multi criteria analysis, where various decision weights about performances of
constitutive elements, contribute to draw the set of available technical options within
decisional process. Starting from this criteria is possible to find solutions compliant
with compatibility values grids ad previously explained. The final technical solution
can match with one of the factory made systems selected during the analysis phase
or be configured through a custom made modality with an original re-elaboration by
the designer of different referring models.
ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRATION STRATEGIES
The process of synthesis between the set of values to be retained and the available
technical options, is represented by the development of technological solutions and
formal which are exemplar of some of the strategies to be put in place by the
designer as an operational tool. These strategies can be grouped into recurrent
types, which are more generally characteristics of the building rehabilitation
intervention, but which are appropriate also to an effective declination to the
architectural integration of solar systems:
insertion;
addiction;
integration;
replacement;
overlapping;
interposition.
Each of the strategies above identified interprets differently the relationship between the
PV system and building envelope, or part of it, insofar as it introduces different levels of
interference at the figurative and technology levels with the pre-existent building
systems, while mediating the demands for conservation and transformation on the
basis of design intentions resulting from a significant reading of the architectural context
and climate as previously explained.
Here, for simplicity and brevity of discussion, we are going to show just two examples of
insertion and integration strategies carried out during our research activities.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show two examples of intervention strategies: respectively for
insertion, and integration.
In the first case is kept the existing structure, in which were still partially intact
external enclosures and horizontal internal partitions, though dissatisfied with the
structural requirements in order to accomplish a hypothesis of reuse and refunctioning building. The insertion of a new metal structure bonded in adherence with
existing wall and the reconstruction of roof in terms of energy-active element, don’t
change significantly the original configuration and the image of old building, which
can still be read in a precise and clear mode.
The second example shows an intervention in which the new constructive –functional
elements, in particular the structural envelope with photovoltaic elements are
integrated with the existing building, profoundly modifying the formal values. The
extensive level of formal and technological change expressed through the use of
materials such as steel and glass are placed in strong contrast with the stone of
historical structures and forms in order to solve distribution – functional problems,
explaining the need to restore, in the assumption of re-using building, the appropriate
levels of structural and energy – environment performance, starting from a situation
of widespread degradation that affects all building elements.
CONCLUSION
Most of the recovery and rehabilitation interventions, carried out within the historic
centers or historicized contexts, is usually based on principles of formal conservatism
and money saving, being so poor in quality and not very innovative.
Technological innovation, in particular the set of efficiency-oriented solutions to
energy efficiency and diffuse production, however, can be one of the essential means
to address the acknowledged difficulties of combining morphological and
architectural preservation values with new demands of contemporary life and the
need to ensure compliance with standards and regulations, with the request for
higher performance and specifications. This is also because the existing building
related to minor historical centers, mostly built in compliance with the "rules of art",
referring both to the materials and to the techniques, seems to bear more easily
joints of light technology, which tend to appear as innovative, aimed to integrate
rather than replace parts of envelope designed to assume the role of sensitive
interfaces with the environment rather than simple elements used in order to "close".
For the environmental recovery or rehabilitation is important to define what are the
corrective actions to be taken to check the compatibility compared with traditional
techniques and materials used. The local climate characteristics, the position and
orientation are closely linked to conditions of temperature and thermoregulation of
the building, as well as the possibility of ventilation and cooling capacity, and these
parameters can configure different solutions for action in order to obtain the
environmental well-being through adjusting the internal microclimate. In what we
identify as the declination of bioclimatic principles of sustainability, the role of active
elements of solar collection and energy production can also be that to restore an
equilibrated balance in terms of utilization of available natural resources in situ,
compared to the needs that the contemporary re-use of historic minor centers
require. In this modus operandi we recognize the eco-referential way of building by
pre-modern civilizations.

This attention to the peculiarities of each individual case is essential because the
rehabilitation action has not to be simply addressed to meet standards or to comply
with the "numbers", but has to be an opportunity to make deeper meditations, due to
the fact that the intended use of past certainly does not coincide with those of the
present and that the needs of users of yesterday are certainly not those of the users
of today; there are plans and projects correct and incorrect and on this type of
evaluation should be directed the feedback rather than on simple numerical
comparisons.
This kind of "elastic" attitude is essential to ensure that the efforts made by research
to develop methods and establish criteria for intervention should not be undermined
by inadequate legislative guidance and control instruments that are available to
municipalities in the act of planning and management of building heritage.

Figure 3. A data sheet example for requirements-performance evaluation of a
factory-made integrated pv system

Figure 4. Insertion rehabilitation strategy for a building in the borough of Caporciano
(AQ). a), b) Actual state; c) ante-operam section, d) post-operam design section

Figure 5. Integration rehabilitation strategy for a series of building in the borough of
Caporciano (AQ). a) Actual state; b) ante-operam south profile, c) post-operam south
profile
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